
Thomas Altizer

Nietzsche's Zerography: Thus Spoke Zarathustra 
Author(s): Rudolf E. Kuenzli 
Source: boundary 2, Vol. 9, No. 3, Why Nietzsche Now? A Boundary 2 Symposium 
(Spring - Autumn, 1981), pp. 99-117

Zarathustra - say yes to life and the eternal recurrence of the same.  In the fourth part, 
the ass is the most yes-saying of all creatures, braying A-I.

Nietzsche's Reading of the Sophists 
Author(s): Scott Consigny 
Source: Rhetoric Review, Vol. 13, No. 1 (Autumn, 1994), pp. 5-26 

Nietzsche thus vehemently repudiates the notion that Plato represents one of the great achievements of the culture, 
insisting that the socratic philosophers exemplify a "non-Hellenic" withdrawal from the Greek affirmation of "Life." 
He claims:I Was the first to see the real opposition: the degenerating instinct that turns against life . . . (the philosophy of 
Plato, and all idealism as typical forms) versus a formula for the highest affirmation, bom of fullness, of overfullness, a 
Yes-saying without reservation, even to suffering, even to guilt, even to everything that is questionable and strange 
in existence. ("BT"; EH 2) 

Nietzsche depicts the sophists as Saying Yes to life even in its strangest and hardest problems; the will to life 
rejoicing over its own inexhaustibility even in the sacrifice of its highest types-that is what I called Dionysian. . ... 
Not in order to get rid of terror and pity . . . but in order to be 

Deussen, Nietzsche, and Vedānta 
Author(s): Hans Rollmann 
Source: Journal of the History of Ideas, Vol. 39, No. 1 (Jan. - Mar., 1978), pp. 
125-132Published by: University of Pennsylvania Press 

Saying yes to life...  N sees the Manu writings as the only affirming Buddhist works.

Nietzsche's Dionysian Pessimism 
Author(s): Joshua Foa Dienstag 
Source: The American Political Science Review, Vol. 95, No. 4 (Dec., 

Yes-saying is N’s Dn Pessimism - the over-coming of nihilism.

“Altizer and Some Modern Alternatives” in The Theology of Altizer, ed., John Cobb.  
Philadelphia: Westminster, 1970.

In Micera Eliade and the Dialectic of the Sacred, A “begins with E’s distinction between the 
sacred and the profane, and moves beyond E via a vertiginous dialectic, and after... settles on 
Norman O. Brown and the N of ‘Eternal Recurrence’ as indices to a properly dialectical 
coincidentia oppositorm of the sacred and profane.  It’s a negation of time.  



The most prevailing thought in Altizer is the call for the death of transcendence and the birth of 
immanence (170). In the Decent into Hell, A says that a fallen consciousness can only know a 
fallen God.  

N observed that the historical method is the study of the dead... (180)... A inherited from N ‘a 
prophetic hatred of memory.  With N the aversion to all past events is shown in his 
condemnation of the ‘it was.’  The Ubermensch, according to N, will someday have within its 
power to declare ‘Thus I willed it,’ instead of merely ‘it was.” N’s concept of the eternal now.  

Religion and Reality 
Author(s): Thomas J. J. Altizer 
Source: The Journal of Religion, Vol. 38, No. 4 (Oct., 1958), pp. 251-262

James Robert Ross, “From World Negation to World Affirmation: A Study in the 
Development of the Theology of Thomas J. J. Altizer, Journal of the American Academy 
of Religion, Vol. 37, No. 4 (Dec., 1969), pp. 353-359. 

Very good article.

John B. Cobb, ed. The Theology of Altizer: Critique and Response.  Philadelphia: 
Westminster, 1970. 

Very cool book in sections - topical essays by two theologians and response by Altizer.

Altizer says that his method is dialectical, following Hegel (73).  “... God would be 
nothing more than many different and conflicting things at one and the same time” (Eric 
Meyer, 83).  In this book Altizer is perhaps the most lucid on all his theological points.  
The problem of history is very important - the way that he emphasizes the now is critical 
(the rejection of the past as the rejection of tradition).  

Mark C. Taylor. “Altizer's Originality.” Journal of the American Academy of Religion, Vol. 
52, No. 3 (Sep., 1984), pp. 569-584. Published by: Oxford University Press

Taylor focuses in the importance of Hegel’s dialectic in Altizer.  Altizer’s view of God in speech 
and writing.  Very complex.   Primary sources are The Self-Embodiment of God and Total 
Presence: The Language of Jesus and the Language of Today.  

Robert Scharlemann's book The Being of God: Theology and the Experience of Truth

Thomas J. J. Altizer, “ The Challenge of Nihilism.” Journal of the American Academy of 
Religion, Vol. 62, No. 4, Settled Issues and Neglected Questions in the Study of Religion 
(Winter, 1994), pp. 1013-1022

Altizer speaks of the nihilism of N, who thought that Xty was “nihilism incarnate” ... the will to 
nothingness pronounced holy.  A writes that nihilism destroyed N.  “Nietzsche profoundly knew 
that one can transcend nihilism only by thinking through and beyond it, such a transcendence is 



impossible for the thinker who is innocent of nihilism, an innocence which could be nothing less 
than an existence wholly outside of our world.” 

Thomas J. J. Altizer, “Religion and Reality.” The Journal of Religion, Vol. 38, No. 4 (Oct., 
1958), pp. 251-262 

On N’s fear of truth in The Birth of Tragedy and The Will to Power: “For our truth, our ‘objective’ 
knowledge,’ is a Faustian fruit that is only reaped through the abandonment of the soul. The scientific 
comprehension of truth has arisen through the alienation of the deepest part of man from himself as 
knowing subject.”  This scientific process begins with Socrates. “We can live neither with truth nor 
without it.  It is within this situation that religion has become profoundly meaningful to modern man.” 
Moses is mentioned along with Zarathustra.  

“Christianity succumed to a this-worldly and ultimately irreligious paganism in its positive evaluation of 
life.  For, contrary to N’s analysis, it partially accepted a Dionysian attempt to transfigure and say ‘yes’ to 
life.” (261).  N sees in Christianity and Buddhism the negation of the self and the loss of the will to power 
- A sees N as hostile to his two great loves...

The Religious Foundations of Biblical Eschatology 
Author(s): Thomas J. J. Altizer 
Source: The Journal of Religion, Vol. 39, No. 4 (Oct., 1959), pp. 263-273 

Thomas J. J. Altizer. “The Contemporary Challenge of Radical Catholicism.” The Journal 
of Religion, Vol. 74, No. 2 (Apr., 1994), pp. 182-198 

Heer writes that Catholicism is a dialectic between heresy and orthodoxy.  Newman believes 
that the modern Church has left these heresies behind.  A very complex review of modern 
Catholicism with few notes.  

Thomas J. J. Altizer. “Hegel and the Christian God” Journal of the American Academy of 
Religion, Vol. 59, No. 1 (Spring, 1991), pp. 71-91

“While Nietzsche could judge every previous form of Western thinking to be a disguised form of 
theological thinking, and it is so if only because every Western conception of Being is finally a conception 
of God, and thus existence itself had been unthinkable in the West apart from the existence of God, 
Nietzsche's own proclamation of the death of God was the consummation of Western philosophical 
thinking as a whole, and hence at this crucial point it was in full continuity with Hegelian thinking.”

Altizer.  Godhead and the Nothing. Albany: State U of NY, 2003.

N is the only Western thinker to think through absolute nothingness.  Heidegger’s Being and Time is 
“deeply grounded in” the Nothing, but does not quite unveil it.  A’s book focuses on the Nothing.  Note 
the mention of Dante and Joyce in the preface (cf., article on Catholicism).  A seems to force dichotomous 
thinking onto N, with Yes- and No- saying... calling N a Pauline thinker, a reverse Christian theologian.  



This seems over-simplistic to me (see pg 6-7).  Does Altizer do this for folks less sensitive to 
sophisticated thinkers, or does he really think that everything can be simplified into such binary patterns?

One can definitely see continuity with articles that A has written in the past - a new Gnosticism (pg 7) and 
the filtering of Catholicism through Dante and Joyce (x) and the challenges to modern theology that each 
embody.  

N saw the advent of Xty as the advent of nihilism (6).  

The old dualism that was in tension with Gnosticism is gone - that of matter and spirit.  The new dualism 
is a way to know the anonymous God.

“Even N could only know an absolute immanence as a total transfiguration of an absolute transcendence, 
and even that late modern poetry and painting embodying the purest immanence is unhearable  and 
unseeable apart from the echo or horizon of absolute transcendence, so that when that horizon or echo is 
stilled, a pure and total immanence likewise disappears and becomes silent.” (8)

* What we once knew as immanence or transcendence is now silent.  A interprets this silence as an 
inverted Gnosticism.  

“Neoplatonism and scholascticism can know evil as a pure nothingness or a privation of Being, and thus 
cannot know the actuality of evil, nor can they know absolute nothingness itself, a nothingness which 
does not enter Western thinking or even Western consciousness until the advent of full modernity.” 13

“It was Hegel and not N who philosophically discovered Dionysus.”  Hegel finds continuity between 
Classical tragedy and Christianity...  and the point of primordial sacrifice is the deepest core of 
Phenomenology of Spirit and Science of Logic.  “This occurs in the cultic enactment of the sacrifice of the 
mystery god, one wherein the worshipper and the god pass into each other, and do so by mutually 
surrendering their distinctive selfhoods or centers. In this sacrifice the human center gives itself to the 
consciousness of the divine Being descending to it from remoteness, and the divine Being through this act 
realizes the actuality of self-consciousness (A summarizing Hegel, 714).

Hegel is most innovative in his understanding of Greek comedy - the ‘ironic unveiling of the gods.’ (17)

“And just as ancient mysticism could know a deep and ultimate joy, as clearly enacted by N, and as 
present in the ecstatic imaginative embodiments of late modernity, which N alone foresaw, but these 
embodiments are nevertheless inseparable from embodiments of nothingness, or embodiments of what the 
theologian can only know as evil.” (39)

Altizer, The Gospel of Christian Atheism.  Philadelphia: Westminster, 

Altizer uses The Portable Nietzsche, trans by Walter Kaufmann.  Very good first sentence, “An ironic 
dilemma of contemporary theology derives from its increasing insistence that Xty both transcends and 
negates religion even while theology refuses to open itself to an understanding of the actual nature or the 
historical phenomenon of religion.”   Faith must find a trans-Xn language...  it needs liberation from an 
archaic and inessential form...  

Uniqueness of Xty is in the Incarnation - the Word is only real in as much as it moves forward (40).  
“However, a movement of incarnation, of the transition of Spirit into flesh, is not unique to Xty.” “Despite 



the Nichene formula, the Word cannot be fully God and fully man if, on the one hand, it continues to exist 
in eternal form and, on the other, it is unable to move into the present and the full reality of history”  (42).

Karl Barth’s antikenosis is preferred to other kenotic theory:  “God’s omnipotence is such that it can 
assume the form of weakness and in that form can triumph” (43).  Altizer uses words like “orthodox 
Christianity” and “religious Christianity” and “Christianity.”

The Word has to be affected by its involvement in history or it has no form or movement (53).  

In Blake, Hegel, and N, the prophetic voice finds Jesus lifeless (55).   N Yes-Saying and No-Saying (57).  
“Indeed, we can only know the ancient Jesus of Nazareth only insofar as we are closed to his 
contemporary presence” (58).  “One of the most profound portraits of such actuality, and one we must 
regard as embodying a vision of the Jesus who is present in our time, is contained in N’s Z, a work that 
was intended to be an ironic reversal of the Xn Gospel” (59),  

A can hail Augustine and Luther as addressing their historical contexts while rethinking the Incarnation, 
but they didn’t go far enough.  “Augustine isolated the omnipotence of God from the omnipotence of 
grace, just as Luther isolated law from gospel - both finally sanctioned the primordial sacrality of 
God” (79).  “When Xn theology so binds itself to the abstract and static categories of our dominant 
Western logic, it can be open neither to the real and dynamic movement of the Word nor to the 
metamorphosis of a primordial Word in the actuality of history” (79).  

A tries to settle once and for all several paradoxes of Christian theology - “Nevertheless, a radical and 
dialectical theology can lead us to grasp the necessity of the contradictory language of the Bible.  Here 
alone can we come to understand the meaning of a divine process...” (89).

The resurrection is replaced with “God’s original self-negation eventually becomes actualized throughout 
the total range of human experience.” 108 - God begins alien - dies - and returns to alien nothingness 
(110).  “Consequently, God is here known as existing in opposition to himself.  The dissolution of this 
opposition takes place only when each form of the Godhead, by virtue of its inherent independence, 
dissolves itself in itself...” (118).  Radical resurrection: Christ descends more into darkness (120).  

  
    


